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Musics called jazz have historically become important vehicles of aspiration and sociality in 
South Africa and other Afrodiasporic societies. These layers of jazz-centred aspirations, 
sociality and their sonic specificities have become generative sites of enquiry for ethno-
musicologists, musicologists, anthropologists, sociologists and a range of cultural scholars. In 
an African country like South Africa, jazz provides a lens to view, understand and engage 
processes of place-making, self-making and space-making. The music also renders audible 
and visible the everyday life of musicians, audiences and patrons who have had to 
constantly negotiate the shackles/constraints of colonialism and apartheid. Despite such 
constraints, practitioners have worked hard to established jazz as a public culture, 
articulating distinct local expressions of jazz modernities and cosmopolitanisms across Africa. 
What might it mean to understand global ideas of modernity, cosmopolitanism and forms of 
self-organised music-centred sociality from the activities and local practices of jazz in South 
African townships and places like them across the continent, and do they constitute sites of 
distinct modernities and cosmopolitanisms ‘from below’? 
 
This colloquium builds on the success of the first, which was convened at the Wits Theatre, six 
months into the pandemic lockdowns, on 29 October 2020. It was initially conceived as part 
of a two-day exploration of expressions of African jazz cosmopolitanism in and beyond 
Johannesburg, in response to Steven Feld’s book Jazz Cosmopolitanism in Accra, and the 
associated albums and films recorded with the Anyaa Arts Kollektif. Originally planned as an 
artist residency hosting several Accra-based jazz experimentalists, lockdown conditions led 
us to reconceive this concert, titled “Cosmology” by student organisers working within Wits’ 
Festival Study Group, as the virtual start of the intended pan-African exchange. The concert 
showcased distinctive forms of jazz cosmopolitanism from Johannesburg and South Africa 
that responded to the Ghanaian materials (specifically, the impact of Coltrane’s music in 
both locales). It presented the inaugural performance of the Cosmology Collective, 
convened as an ensemble and artistic research group exploring these cosmopolitan 
practices by means of curation, arrangement and performance. 
 
As we take forward the productive dialogue at the first, which we believe merits being 
documented in a publication, we think that much scope remains to further consider, in 
transcontinental comparative perspective, dynamics expressed in the first call: 
 

Jazz has long provided a wellspring of musical and cultural imagery that has been 
emblematic of Johannesburg’s multifaceted cultural disposition and aspirations, as 
well as South African jazz culture further afield. This disposition has resonated beyond 
the music itself in celebrated literary, artistic, cinematic, photographic, choreo-



 
 

graphic and sartorial registers and yielded distinct modes of sociability and spirituality. 
What these facets share is a refusal to be assignable to essentialised racial, ethnic and 
similar cubicles, even while they have powerfully asserted African and pan-African 
aesthetics and politics in their own ways. One way of summarising this may be to say 
that they have been resolutely cosmopolitan despite emerging from the most 
violently segregationist sociopolitical contexts imaginable. Turning the commonplace 
on its head  that music articulates and inscribes cultural identity, in South Africa, music 
called jazz has historically provided a means of keeping identity in play if not explicitly 
at bay. And so it seems significant, but no accident, that the very country that 
witnessed the twentieth century’s last attempt to entrench its ‘colonialism of a special 
type’ while the rest of the continent was decolonising in the political sphere, yielded 
some of the most decidedly cosmopolitan musical expressions that animated that 
wider postcolonial moment. 

 
We invite papers and/or submissions that make creative use of the affordances of hybrid 
physical and online presentation formats for the next colloquium on Friday 29 April 2022.  
 
Please submit titles and abstracts (no more than 300 words by 4 April 2022) to the colloquium 
convenors: 

• Oladele Ayorinde, THInK Postdoctoral Fellow (oladele.ayorinde@wits.ac.za and 
ayopiano@yahoo.com) and 

• Brett Pyper, Associate Professor in the Wits School of Arts (brett.pyper@wits.ac.za) 
 
As in 2020, the 2022 colloquium is again planned to take place on the eve of a second 
Cosmology concert, which will this year focus on distinctive expressions of jazz 
cosmopolitanism associated with Mamelodi, East of Pretoria/Tshwane, South Africa. The 
programme will be co-conceived, designed and realised with community-based organisers 
and activists affiliated with the Mamelodi Arts & Culture Forum as well as the Cosmopolitan 
Collective, a network whose formation was inspired by the first Cosmology concert and 
entails collaboration between jazz appreciators, dancers, musicians, community radio and 
arts centre practitioners, and educators. 

 

 


